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Minutes of the Cross-Party Group on Learning Disability 

 
Zoom Session 

 
Wednesday 16 September 2020, 1pm – 2:30pm 
 
People who were there 

 

Jackie Baillie MSP (Convener)* 

Joan McAlpine MSP (Deputy Convener)* 

Oliver Mundell MSP  

Jan Savage (ENABLE Scotland)  

Nicole Forsyth (ENABLE Scotland)  

Paul O’Kane (ENABLE Scotland) 

Mike Casey (Garvald Edinburgh) 

Jana De Villiers (The State Hospital) 

Pat Graham (PAMIS) 

Ewan Hamilton (Values Into Action Scotland) 

Frances Macdonald (Edinburgh Development Group) 

Keith Lynch (People First Scotland – supported by 

Caroline Kingston) 

Colin Menabney (ENABLE Glasgow) 

Paul White (ELCAP)  

Nick Ward (National Autistic Society Scotland) 

Rob Holland (National Autistic Society Scotland) 

Lynnette Linton (ARC Scotland) 

Jenny Miller (PAMIS) 

Arun Chopra (Mental Welfare Commission)  

Andy Miller (SCLD)  

Sam Cairns (North Lanarkshire Advocacy) 

Roger Watt (Scottish Government) 

Anette Pyle (Scottish Government) 

Sonya Bewsher (Values Into Action Scotland)  

Franck David (People First Scotland) 

Sandy Cruickshank (Parent) 

Pat Graham (PAMIS) 
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Alan Guild (PAMIS) 

Karin Heber (SASW, Scottish Association of Social Work) 

Kenneth Fleming (SCLD) 

Emma Reilly (The Huntercombe Group) 

Shona Cardle (Glasgow Children’s Hospital Charity) 

Sarah McClarey (Salvesen Mindroom Centre) 

Brendan Nisbet (Scottish Government)  

Adam Wilson (Families Outside) 

Alice Squire (ARC Scotland NIN) 

Alina Mykytyshun 

Angela Henderson 

Emma Walker (Camphill Scotland) 

Andy Williams (CPP Parents Network) 

Gillian Smith (SLDO) 

James Cap (Parents Network) 

Laura Ferguson 

Catherine Dempsey (ARC Scotland) 

Stuart Wardall 

Tracey McFall (Partners in Advocacy) 

Veronica Gibson 

Leanne Keegan (Community Integrated Care) 

Lorraine MacKenzie (Parent carer) 

Mark Kolek 

Michelle Kerr 

Miriam Brown 

Aiden Reid 

Sally Ann Elfverson (ENABLE Glasgow) 

Vikki Manson 

 

 

People who could not come and sent apologies 

Jeremy Balfour MSP  

Sharon Irvine (Cornerstone)  

Gillian Barclay (Scottish Government) 

Brenda Bradley (North Lanarkshire Advocacy) 

Marian McDonald (Garvald West Lothian)  
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Susan Weir (Parent) 

Christine McEvoy (Parents group) 

Christopher McKinlay (PAMIS)  

Tom Ritchie (Teens Plus) 

Louise Scott (Scottish Government)  

Simon Webster (Independent Review of the Mental Health Act) 

Andrew Strong (The ALLIANCE) 

Paul Surgenor (Pagoda PR on behalf of British Psychological 

Society) 

Kelly Cunningham (ELCAP) 

Arron Ashton (Scottish Government)  

Ewelina Rydzewska (SLDO) 

Andy Rome (Independent Review of the Mental Health Act) 

Marjorie Irving (The Usual Place) 

Douglas McConachie (British Psychological Society)  

Steve Robertson (People First Scotland)  

Vivien Jayne (Down’s Syndrome Scotland)  

Catriona Petrie (North Lanarkshire Advocacy) 

Chris O’Shea (Royal College of Psychiatrists) 

Sarah Moreland (Mindroom) 

Michael McEwan (ERDA) 

Maureen Martin (Edinburgh Development Group) 

Melanie Lowe (Scottish Government) 

Nick Hobbs (Children and Young People’s Commissioner Scotland) 

Jason Henderson (National Autistic Society Scotland) 

Andrew Fraser (Royal College of Psychiatrists) 

Norma Curran (Values Into Action Scotland) 

Gillian Callander (RCSLT) 

Alex Cole-Hamilton MSP 

Alison Johnstone MSP 

Mark McDonald MSP 

Paddy Carstairs (ARC Scotland) 

Sharon Horne-Jenkins (NHS) 

Faye Keogh (Turning Point Scotland) 

Robert McGeachy (Camphill Scotland) 

Colin McKay (Mental Welfare Commission) 
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Alison Roy (Equal Futures)  
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1 Welcome 
 

 

Jackie Baillie MSP welcomed everyone to the first digital 

CPG meeting and noted the apologies above.  

 
2 Minutes of last meeting and matters arising 

 

 

Minutes from the last meeting were agreed. 

 

 
 
 
 

 

• People First New Law 

Keith Lynch from People First updated us on their 

proposal for a new law. 

 

Keith shared that it has been difficult to get involved in 

the work streams and groups which are involved in 

making the changes. People with learning disabilities 

should be included in the discussions.  

 

Jackie suggested the Cross Party Group should write 

to Scottish Government and John Scott to ask that 

they include people with learning disabilities in these 

discussions. 

 

Joan McAlpine suggested that carers of those with 

more severe learning disabilities are also included. 
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Jackie agreed that these would be included in the 

letter. 

 

Joan also asked that the concerns of The Royal 

College of Psychiatry be heard at the Cross Party 

Group. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Impact of Immigration on Health and Social Care 

This was debated in parliament on Tuesday 15 

September. 

 

Camphill have been working with SCVO and Alliance 

on two amendments to the Immigration and Social 

Security Coordination Bill.  

 

Baroness Jolly tabled the amendment for the health 

surcharge. This states that international volunteers 

shouldn’t be asked to pay the health surcharge. 

 

Camphill Communities have asked for information on 

numbers of international volunteers within organisation 

to be emailed to Emma who shared her email address 

with the group. 

 

The Independent Evaluation amendment to the bill 

was tabled by Baroness Jones. This calls for an 

independent evaluation on the Withdrawal Bill. It was 
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supported by 55 organisations but this wasn’t 

accepted. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Payments to Carers while in Hospital 

Pat Graham shared that because acute hospitals are 

outwith the Health and Social Care Partnership 

(HSCP) care costs should be covered by the hospital. 

 

A stage 2 complaint was being looked at by Fife HSCP 

but this was not being upheld. This has now gone to 

the Ombudsman. 

 

Jeane Freeman agreed this did not meet with the Keys 

to Life guidance. 

 

Sandy Cruickshank asked how this could be made 

easier to understand for all families who have to go 

through the same challenges. 

 

Jackie referred back to the desire for a new law which 

Keith Lynch spoke about which applies to people with 

learning disabilities across the board. 

 

Pat will keep the group updated on the complaint. 

 

• Updates from Scottish Government 
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Annual Health Checks commitment - Rodger Watt said 

that the annual health checks commitment had been 

delayed due to coronavirus.  

 

There will be a full pilot of this in the next year. 

 

Rodger agreed to share an updated timetable on this 

with the group. 

 

Coming Home Report - There are two short life 

working group meeting to talk about delayed discharge 

from hospitals.  One meeting to talk about the funding 

and one meeting to talk about the barriers. 

 

• Access to Advocacy in Social Security Bill 

Sam Cairns from Access to Advocacy updated that the 

roll out of disability benefits for the disabled has 

been delayed. This will be for a year for children and 

possibly longer for adults. 

 

In interim Scottish Government have set up a spot 

purchase scheme for referrals for advocacy. 

 

Sam is not sure if we wrote to the Government around 

access to advocacy being included in the Social 

Security Bill. ENABLE Scotland will check if this 

letter had been written and if not it will be actioned. 
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Annette Pyle from the Scottish Government gave an 

update on the Keys to Life.  

 

Scottish Government have brought together 

stakeholders weekly as well as monthly Keys to Life 

Hubs meetings. 

 

They have created documents and guidance including: 

Domestic Abuse easy read document which was put on 

the Equally Safe website. 

Created a guide for clinicians to support patients with 

learning disabilities. 

 

Raised issues on Clinical Frailty Scale which raised a 

fairer system for triaging patients in times of crisis.  

 

Scottish Government have made changes to the 

guidance for learning disability care homes to allow 

visiting. After discussions with partners, learning 

disability day centres have reopened. 

 

Scottish Government have worked with charities to 

create easy read guidance and information. The NHS 
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Information Translation documents have had thousands 

of views monthly. 

 

The Scottish Wellbeing Fund has been created to 

support charities to continue supporting individuals.  

 

Scottish Government are currently co-producing with 

stakeholders an early edition of the Transition and 

Transformation plan. This is engaging other 

organisations as well as those with lived experience. 

 

 

3AGM 
 

 

Jan Savage from the Cross Party Group secretariat took 

over chairing the meeting to elect office bearers.  

 

Jackie Baillie was happy to stand as convenor for the 

CPG going forward. Jenny Miller proposed Jackie which 

Oliver Mendell then seconded. Jackie Baillie is then 

confirmed as the convenor of the CPG for another 

session. 

 

Joan McAlpine was nominated as deputy convenor by 

Lorraine and was seconded by Jana de Villiers. Joan 

McAlpine 
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ENABLE Scotland were reconfirmed as secretariat of the 

CPG nominated and seconded by Joan McAlpine and 

Jenny Miller. 

 

If any organisations would like to be removed from the 

group they should let ENABLE Scotland know. 

 

 

4Covid-19 Update 
 

 

Keith Lynch from People First Scotland updated on 

Covid-19. The Covid crisis has further 

disadvantaged people with learning disabilities.  

 

Safeguards have been removed due to the 

legislation which makes People First feel the needs 

of people with learning disabilities don’t matter.  

 

Reductions or stopping of support has happened 

which leaves them worried this will be a reason to 

save money and show that people ‘coped’ going 

forward which will leave longer reductions in 

services. People with learning disabilities didn’t 

manage, they struggeld by. 

 

Digital exclusion and stayin gin touch online doesn’t 

work for people with learning disabiltiies.  
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Connecting Scotland was not for those with learning 

disabilities.  

 

Inaccessible information is a barrier and there 

remains a lack of consistent accessible information.  

 

The scrutiny into care homes and assessment 

centres has loosened. This scrutiny should increase 

and people with learning disabilities should be 

involved in the scrutiny of these services. 

 

People with learning disabilities living at home have 

anxiety as more staff members are visiting their 

homes. There is no priority testing for these staff. 

 

Jackie Baillie asked members to share their 

examples of when support has reduced or been 

removed.  

 

Joan McAlpine had Parliamentary Questions raised 

after speaking to Jan Savage and Paul O’Kane 

about testing not just for those in care homes.  

 

Joan shared that there is a lack of clarity for testing 

in supported living.  
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PAMIS had raised the issue of visiting and the 

Cabinet Secretary said she would like to know if 

people are being denied visiting. The Cabinet 

Secretary would like to address a postcode lottery.  

 

The learning disability team at Scottish Government 

is aware of issues around visiting and testing but 

Joan wanted to know why this wasn’t taken forward 

to Government. 

 

Annette Pyle responded that Learning Disability 

Team have advocated for and raised issues. They 

are working on testing capacity and are trying to 

keep people safe within guidance and procedures.  

 

Colin Menabney shared that he didn’t know that 

people with learning disabilities were disbarred from 

accessing Connecting Scotland funding. His 

organisation got 45 devices which have been shared 

with their members and he is happy to create case 

studies from those people. 

 

Action – to write to Scottish Government around the 

testing strategy and access to PPE. 
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Action – Invite Derek Feely, Chair of review group, 

should be invited to speak at a future CPG meeting 

as an agenda item. 

 

5Scottish Learning Disability Observatory 

 

Gillian Smith from the Scottish Learning Disability 

Observatory spoke to us about mortality rates in 

children with learning disabilities. 

 

The SLDO are funded by Scottish Government and 

do research into people with learning disabilities and 

autism in Scotland. 

 

This project looked at death rates and causes for 

children and young people with learning disabilities. 

They also wanted to know if these deaths could have 

been prevented. 

 

The research found that 106 children and young 

people with learning disabilities died in Scotland 

between 2009 and 2015. There were 12 children and 

young people with learning disability who died for 

every young person without a learning disability.  

 

The research was based on the cause of death from 

death certificates. Large number of the causes of 

death could have been preventable including deaths 
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due to epilepsy, stomach conditions, and other 

conditions which are treatable. 

 

It wasn’t possible to see causes of death compared 

between boys and girls. 

 

It is hoped this research will improve access to good 

healthcare. It shows where social care can improve 

including improving the flu vaccine uptake as there 

were flu related deaths. 

 

Gillian will share the slides with the group. 

 

Jana de Villiers shared that Royal College of 

Psychiatry has created toolkits and guidance on 

epilepsy. 

 

Jackie Baillie said the preventable nature showed we 

could change this. We should read the report and 

consider next steps. 

 

We should start a round table including Sam Cairns 

and Tracey McFall to be involved.  

 

Angela from LDO shared that it would be useful to 

contact child health hubs as they record all deaths of 
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children and young people. This group could 

influence that.  

 

6 A Commissoner for Learning Disability and Autism 

 

Jan Savage from ENABLE Scotland shared that 

ENABLE Scotland members tell them their campaign 

priorities to ensure their rights are upheld.  

 

There are good intentions across policy, legislation 

and decision makers however rights of people with 

learning disabilities and autism are not taken 

seriously enough.  

 

Long term prescribing of medication research showed 

that 33% of people on long term anti-depressant or 

psychosis medication had no evidence of a mental 

health condition.  

 

Children are being subject to seclusion and restraing 

in schools.  

 

There are reduced levels of access to independent 

advocacy, as well as no advocacy in hospital. 

 

ENABLE Scotland members feel there should be a 

commissioner for learning disability and autism which 

would work like the children’s commissioner. This 
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would ensure the rights of people with learning 

disabilities and autism be upheld.  

 

This would need a new law and budget for this to 

happen.  

 

ENABLE Scotland members will campaign politicians 

to get on the agenda and manifesto of all parties.  

 

Ivan Cohen is the convenor of ENABLE Scotland’s 

Scottish Council and has written to Keith Lynch from 

People First Scotland about this idea and Keith has 

offered his support for the idea. 

 

Jackie Baillie agreed the idea of this commissioner is 

a great idea. 

 

Tracey McFall from Partners in Advocacy has shared 

it is critical for families and carers to get involved 

although not everyone has families or carers.  

 

Jana de Villiers shared that proposals say no one can 

speak for those with learning disabilities. Only people 

with learning disability and autism, should this be 

neurodiverse instead? Jan shared that the 

Commissioner idea is not tied to the Rome review but 

the conversation is open around neurodiversity. 
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7Anything else? 
 

 

Jan Savage from ENABLE Scotland drew to members 

attention a report published by Inclusion Scotland and 

Glasgow Disability Alliance. There is an urgent call on 

Scottish Government to reopen the ILF.  

 

Action – CPG will put together parliamentary questions 

and a letter to Scottish Government about this. 

 

Jenny Miller from PAMIS talked about the rights to 

visiting care homes and supported accommodation. 

Many people with learning disabilities aren’t allowed to 

go out of their care home but are also not allowed to 

have family carers visiting them. Jenny highlighted that 

family carers are not visitors, they are providing support.  

 

Jenny has asked that family carers are seen not as 

visitors but as frontline carers meaning they can provide 

the support needed to their relative. 

 

Action – We will follow this up with Scottish Government. 
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Guidance has been given but the implementation of the 

guidance is very mixed. 

 

 

 

Jackie thanked everyone for coming and taking part in 

the first digital Cross Party Group meeting.  

 

 


